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Abstract4

Prompt ElastoGravity Signals (PEGS) are light-speed gravity-induced signals recorded5

by seismometers before the arrival of seismic waves. They have raised interest for early6

warning applications but their weak amplitudes, close to the background seismic noise7

even for large earthquakes, have questioned PEGS actual potential for operational use. A8

deep-learning model has recently demonstrated its ability to mitigate this noise limitation9

and to provide in near real-time the earthquake moment magnitude (Mw). However, this10

approach has proven to be efficient only for very large earthquakes (Mw � 8.3) of known11

focal mechanism. Here we show unprecedented performance in full earthquake charac-12

terization from PEGS using the dense broadband seismic network deployed in Alaska and13

Western Canada. Our deep-learning model is able to provide accurate magnitude and fo-14

cal mechanism estimates of Mw � 7.8 earthquakes, 2 minutes after origin time (hence the15

tsunamigenic potential). For very large earthquakes whose rupture is still ongoing after16

2 minutes, the model tracks the instantaneous magnitude from that time until the rupture17

completion. Our results represent a major step towards the routine use of PEGS in oper-18

ational warning systems, and demonstrate its potential for tsunami warning in the Alaska19

region, and other densely-instrumented areas.20
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Introduction21

The size of a tsunami is roughly proportional to the volume of elevated water, and therefore22

primarily depends on the earthquake magnitude and focal mechanism (as some mechanisms are23

much more efficient at generating uplift than others). Though steep bathymetry may convert24

horizontal co-seismic sea-floor motion into water uplift (1), causing strike-slip earthquakes to25

occasionally generate tsunamis, such a phenomenon is of second order importance and may be26

accounted for through pre-computed corrections depending on the source location (2). There-27

fore, the critical part for efficient tsunami warning is the rapid estimation of the magnitude28

and focal mechanism of the earthquake. Real-time characterization of an event magnitude and29

focal mechanism is challenging, as seismic waveforms are affected both by the temporal evo-30

lution of the moment release and by the spatial complexity of the source. The first seconds of31

seismic records do not contain enough information to distinguish a moderate magnitude earth-32

quake from a larger one (3,4), while, for very large events, later wave arrivals typically saturate33

local broadband sensors and break the point source approximation. High-rate Global Navi-34

gation Satellite Systems (GNSS) measurements are powerful non-saturated observables (5–8),35

but the validity of the point source approximation has to be carefully evaluated. The use of36

close GNSS data may require an extended source description, which makes a robust determina-37

tion more challenging. Thus, for potentially tsunamigenic (Mw � 8) events, reliable estimates38

of magnitude are difficult to obtain in near real-time, which results in the inaccurate estima-39

tion of the amplitude of the subsequent tsunami wave. Another way to tackle this challenge40

is to rely on long-period signals recorded at regional distances, correctly modeled with point-41

source parameters, such as the W-phase (9) and the recently-identified prompt elastogravity42

signals (coined PEGS). Inversion algorithms relying on the W-phase provide robust solutions43

down to 10 minutes after the earthquake origin time, using sensors from regional seismological44

networks (10, 11). A PEGS-based source inversion scheme could provide an earlier reliable45

solution, as PEGS are quickly available after the rupture onset and not prone to saturation.46

PEGS are low-frequency signals measurable between the earthquake origin time and the first47

seismic wave (P-wave) arrival (12–14). So far, PEGS have been observed on broadband seis-48
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mometers during six earthquakes with moment magnitude (Mw) ranging from 7.9 to 9.1 (14,15),49

and modeled with good accuracy by several numerical modeling approaches mostly based on50

1D Earth models and point-source approximation (14, 16, 17). Other ground-attached instru-51

ments, such as superconducting gravimeters, also have the ability to detect PEGS (13, 18).52

Due to their sensitivity to the first-order source parameters (moment magnitude, source lo-53

cation, fault geometry), PEGS can be used for a rapid source determination of large earth-54

quakes (15, 17). However, the very low signal-to-noise ratios associated with PEGS (whose55

amplitudes reach a few nm/s2 at most, even for the largest events) prevent their routine oper-56

ational exploitation based on classical source inversion schemes. To our knowledge, a PEGS-57

based source inversion was only attempted for the 2011 Mw 9.1 Tohoku-oki earthquake, which58

had a large final moment magnitude and a fast onset (ensuring an efficient PEGS generation),59

and benefited from the coverage of good-quality broadband sensors belonging to regional and60

global seismological networks (17, 19, 20).61

PEGSNet, a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) algorithm relying on PEGS recorded62

by a network of broadband seismometers, has recently been developed for instantaneous mag-63

nitude tracking of large earthquakes along the Japanese subduction fault (21). PEGSNet suc-64

cessfully estimated the moment magnitude accumulated by the 2011 Mw 9.1 Tohoku-oki earth-65

quake 100 seconds after its onset. A conservative lower sensitivity to the magnitude was set to66

Mw � 8.3 in Japan. PEGSNet was later applied to another tsunamigenic region - the Chilean67

subduction zone - and estimated a Mw > 8.7 magnitude for the 2010 Mw 8.8 Maule earthquake,68

90 seconds after its origin time (22). Due to limitations associated with the network geometry69

and the number of available stations, PEGSNet’s lower sensitivity was in that context limited to70

Mw � 8.7.71

Besides the earthquake location and magnitude estimations, recent studies reported the ap-72

plication of deep learning methods to estimate the earthquake source mechanism (23–25). In73

this study, we build on PEGSNet and expand its targets to allow the retrieval of the seismic mo-74

ment tensor. We apply this new algorithm to the Alaska region, a promising case study as (1) it is75

a very active area with diverse tectonic settings (26), and (2) the good existing station coverage76
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has been recently densified by the deployment of the high-quality USArray network (27, 28).77

CNN-based earthquake determination in Alaska78

We generate a dataset of PEGS comprising 512,000 synthetic earthquakes, at the actual lo-79

cations of the considered broadband sensors. We gather two distinct datasets: a first dataset80

(hereafter coined ‘complete’) corresponding to the full deployment of the networks (all good-81

quality broadband sensors operating between 2018 and 2020), and a second one (hereafter82

coined ‘legacy’) corresponding to the legacy sensors (all good-quality broadband sensors avail-83

able from 2018 to 2021, and still operating by the end of 2021). We show in Figure 1 the84

locations of the broadband seismometers used in this study, alongside the historical seismicity85

in the region.86

The synthetic sources are pure double-couple mechanisms (strike-slip, thrust or normal87

faulting), and their locations are randomly sampled inside geographic regions whose shape88

is based on the historical seismicity (see Figure 2 for a selection of sources, and Method and89

Figure S1 of the Supplementary Information for more details). We compute the synthetic PEGS90

waveforms corresponding to this exhaustive set of possible earthquakes using the QSSP algo-91

rithm (17, 29). For each synthetic earthquake, we add empirical noise (i.e. real noise recorded92

by each seismic station) and gather the vertical noisy PEGS waveforms into 2D images (273 or93

178 channels, depending on the dataset, ⇥300 time samples), the last time sample ranging from94

the synthetic earthquake origin time tEQ to tEQ +300 s (see Method and Figure S2 for details).95

PEGSNet’s original architecture consists of a sequence of convolutional blocks, followed96

by fully-connected layers (21,22). We build on PEGSNet’s original architecture and expand the97

dimension of PEGSNet’s output layer from three to nine to take into account additional labels98

(i.e. the six moment tensor components): this allows the model to output a moment tensor99

solution. Each input image is labeled with the magnitude Mw(t) of the synthetic earthquake at100

the time t of the last data sample, and the source latitude and longitude (21, 22), as well as six101

moment tensor parameters (see Figure 3 and Method for details).102
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Early source estimations for synthetic earthquakes103

We use the geometrical similarity ↵ (30) to assess the performance of moment tensor recon-104

struction. ↵ is a scalar parameter measuring the geometrical difference between two moment105

tensors, regardless of their scalar moment: the similarity is equal to 0 for opposite moment106

tensors, and can grow up to 1 in the case of identical moment tensors.107

In what follows, we define a magnitude estimation as accurate if the time-dependent moment108

magnitude Mpred
w (t) lies within 0.4 magnitude units from the ground truth M true

w (t), and a109

successful mechanism reconstruction if ↵ � 0.8 (compared to the ground truth, input focal110

mechanism). Note that M true
w (t) is not the final magnitude but the time-dependent ongoing111

magnitude.112

Figure 4 (a-c) shows the magnitude regression performances obtained with the complete113

network, depending on the predicted focal mechanism. We first note that for a given magnitude,114

the Mw estimates are more accurate when a normal or a strike-slip earthquake is predicted,115

compared to a thrust event: the algorithm estimations exceed the 90% accuracy level when116

the predicted magnitude is above Mpred
w = 9.0 for thrust, Mpred

w = 8.2 for strike-slip and117

Mpred
w = 7.9 for normal events. This regression behavior can be related to the known property118

that a subduction thrust earthquake is not an effective source mechanism for PEGS generation119

(15).120

Figure 4 (d-e) shows the corresponding accuracy of mechanism reconstruction. Two min-121

utes after onset time, the algorithm estimations exceed the 75% accuracy level for Mpred
w �122

7.5 normal earthquakes, Mpred
w � 7.8 thrust earthquakes and Mpred

w � 7.8 strike-slip earth-123

quakes. For higher magnitudes (Mpred
w � 8.4), the reconstruction of predicted strike-slip mech-124

anisms is slightly less accurate than their thrust counterparts. This may be explained by the125

broader geometric content explored by the strike-slip distributions, compared to the thrust dis-126

tributions (see Figure S1). We further illustrate in Figures S3, S4 and S5 the retrieval of the127

source mechanism (and location), for synthetic earthquakes whose final magnitude lies within128

Mw = 8.0± 0.01, 2 to 4 minutes after onset time.129

We compare in Figures S6 and S7 of the Supplementary Information the regression perfor-130
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mances of the complete and legacy network of sensors. We observe similar performances on131

samples with high signal-to-noise ratios (SNR): the Mw regression performance of the com-132

plete network is only up to 3% more accurate than the legacy one for very large earthquakes133

(that is, Mw > 8.9 for thrust, Mw > 8.2 for strike-slip and Mw > 7.8 for normal earthquakes),134

because the legacy performance is already very good for those events. The higher density of135

sensors is nonetheless beneficial for the characterization of lower magnitude earthquakes (up to136

a 10% performance increase in the complete configuration), for which the addition of redundant137

and valuable information from nearby sensors is crucial for an increase of the signal-to-noise138

ratio. It is even more beneficial for the mechanism reconstruction, as a higher sensor density139

directly leads to a better resolution on the source radiation pattern. We note that the high level140

of performances still obtained in the legacy configuration may be explained by an appropriate141

selection of the removed sensors. Indeed, although the overall sensor density decreases in the142

legacy configuration - and if we exclude the easternmost part of the network (that is anyway143

less critical for the detection of thrust and normal events) - both the azimuthal and epicentral144

coverage of the legacy network remains similar to the complete configuration (see Figure 1).145

To better evaluate the time-dependent performance, we focus on test set samples whose146

final magnitude lies within the M true
w = 9.0 ± 0.05, M true

w = 7.8 ± 0.05, M true
w = 7.7 ±147

0.05 and M true
w = 7.6 ± 0.05 magnitude ranges (Figure 5 (a-d) for the complete network, see148

Figure S8 of the Supplementary Information for the corresponding legacy performances). The149

algorithm is able to track the ongoing magnitude released by Mw = 9.0 ± 0.05 events in less150

than 1 minute after onset time until the rupture completion. Note that from that time, given the151

light-speed nature of the messenger signal, the estimation is virtually instantaneous (no time152

delay between the black and red curves in Figure 5c). For Mw = 7.8 ± 0.05 events, the model153

is unable to provide a robust solution during the first 90 seconds following onset time. From154

t = tEQ+90 seconds, the algorithm is able to provide a good estimation of the earthquake final155

magnitude: the lower sensitivity of the algorithm to the moment magnitude is thus Mw = 7.8156

(that is, the minimum magnitude for which the predictions mode reaches the target value).157

The distribution mode for Mw = 7.7 ± 0.05 events indeed oscillates between the actual158
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target value and Mpred
w ⇠ 6.7. Such a bimodal distribution implies that a set of samples (with159

low signal-to-noise ratios) is not characterized, while the remaining samples - associated to a160

low background noise level, an effective source mechanism and/or an impulsive source-time161

function (STF) - are accurately determined. We further illustrate the impact of the STF effi-162

ciency on our algorithm performance in Figure S9 of the Supplementary Information. Previous163

PEGS studies highlighted the crucial role of the STF onset or source duration on PEGS ob-164

servability (15, 17). A short-duration STF generates larger PEGS than a longer STF, such that165

an impulsive STF associated to a moderate Mw earthquake may lead to PEGS detection, while166

a very slow onset - even associated to a very large rupture such as the 2004 Mw 9.3 Sumatra167

Andaman earthquake - usually compromises a clear detection. We define the STF inefficiency168

as the ratio of the time needed to release half of the final moment, compared to its correspond-169

ing reference functional form (3). As expected, a STF with a very slow onset tends to hinder170

the source characterization, while average to fast onsets lead to accurate Mw estimates (for test171

samples above the sensitivity threshold).172

The distribution mode never reaches the target value for Mw = 7.6 ± 0.05 events, that is,173

well below the algorithm resolving ability (Figure 5d). The predictions shown in Figure 5e174

finally confirm that the estimations rely solely on PEGS-based information: if we remove the175

PEGS content from the synthetic waveforms (but keep the P-wave arrival information), the176

model outputs a constant value around Mpred
w = 6.5. The 99% confidence level of the noise177

samples lies below the Mw = 7.8 sensitivity threshold estimated above at t � tEQ+60 seconds.178

Source parameter retrieval for recent real earthquakes179

We test the model on four recent large earthquakes: (1) the July 29, 2021 Mw 8.2 Chignik180

subduction earthquake (31, 32), (2) the January 23, 2018 Mw 7.9 Kodiak strike-slip earthquake181

(33, 34), (3) the July 22, 2020 Mw 7.8 Shumagin subduction earthquake (35, 36), and (4) the182

October 19, 2020 Mw 7.6 Sand Point intraslab earthquake (37, 38). The 2018 Mw 7.9 Kodiak183

earthquake is the only event for which a PEGS observation has been reported, based on an184

optimal stacking procedure (15). The National Tsunami Warning Center (NTWC), in charge185
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of the tsunami monitoring for Alaska, Canada and the west coast of the United States (39),186

issued a warning alert after each of these earthquakes (40,41). For these events, we process the187

real waveforms as in the previous section (carefully truncating them at their respective P-wave188

arrival time, before removing the instrumental response and band-pass filtering), and shape189

them into 2D images.190

In Figure 6, we compare the obtained solutions to the SCARDEC source time function191

database (42) (for the accumulated moment magnitude) and to the GCMT solution (for the192

focal mechanism). For the 2021 Mw 8.2 Chignik earthquake, the model estimates a Mw � 8.0193

around 60 seconds after onset time, and a dip-slip mechanism. It converges towards a stabilized194

set of solutions, starting 120 seconds after origin time (Figure 6a), providing faster and more195

accurate estimations than approaches based on GNSS and seismic data (43, 44) (Figure 6a).196

Applied to a significantly smaller thrust rupture (the 2020 Mw 7.8 Shumagin earthquake),197

the model is still able to provide a good estimate of the event size and a dip-slip mechanism, in198

less than 140 seconds (Figure 6c). This result first makes the Shumagin earthquake the lowest199

magnitude earthquake for which PEGS has been detected. Second, and more importantly, this200

detection is associated with an accurate determination of its magnitude and source parameters201

in very near real-time. This finding demonstrates that the use of PEGS for rapid source char-202

acterization is not limited to exceptional events, as Mw 7.8 earthquakes occur on average more203

than once a year at the global scale. Such a performance is made possible by the large number204

of stations and by the very efficient learning of the noise-signal separation. It has likely also205

been helped by the relatively low level of seismic noise observed over the network of sensors206

prior to the Shumagin earthquake (see Figure S10).207

Despite a relatively high noise level prior to the 2018 Mw 7.9 Kodiak earthquake (0.36 nm/s2),208

the model is also able to estimate an accurate moment magnitude and strike-slip rupture ge-209

ometry (Figure 6b), starting 120 seconds after onset time. As for the 2021 Mw 8.2 Chignik210

earthquake, the deep learning solution provides faster and more accurate magnitude estimates211

than a GNSS-based approach (45).212

Finally, the 2020 Mw 7.6 Sand Point earthquake appears to be below the model’s lower213
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sensitivity, such that the model is unable to provide an accurate and timely solution. We note that214

besides the significantly smaller final seismic moment, the 2020 Mw 7.6 Sand Point earthquake215

also had a slower onset: 15 seconds after onset time, the event only reached Mw = 7.0 (see the216

SCARDEC reference curves of Figure 6), which dampens the efficiency of PEGS generation217

and makes the accurate retrieval of the source parameters even more challenging.218

We further corroborate our findings by generating synthetic PEGS according to the GCMT219

parameters of the real earthquakes described in this section, and corrupting the waveforms with220

1,000 time-windows of empirical noise randomly extracted from the test set. Gathering the221

magnitude predictions for each of these newly generated test samples provides uncertainty es-222

timates for each earthquake as a function of time (see Figure S11).223

We finally assess the benefit of using a deep learning approach for robust and fast char-224

acterization of these large earthquakes, compared to a classical source inversion scheme. We225

reproduce the PEGS-based, linear inversion documented for the 2011 Mw 9.1 Tohoku earth-226

quake (20), and conduct inversions for the 2018 Mw 7.9 Kodiak and 2021 Mw 8.2 Chignik227

earthquakes. To evaluate uncertainties, we apply both approaches to 1,000 test samples of228

PEGS synthetics augmented with 1,000 windows of empirical noise. We find that the source229

inversions based on PEGS-alone are not accurate enough to constrain the source characteristics230

(Figure 7). The hindering effect of seismic noise, apprehended and dampened in the deep-231

learning approach, indeed leads to an overestimation of the magnitude and unreliable focal232

mechanisms in the linear inversion scheme, highlighting the need to combine a deep learning233

method to a PEGS-based approach to achieve the performance we obtain in Figure 6.234

Conclusions235

We built on the deep-learning algorithm PEGSNet to estimate the magnitude and – for the first236

time – the focal mechanism of large earthquakes in near real-time from PEGS, and tested the237

algorithm in the densely instrumented region of Alaska. The model outputs reliable solutions238

down to magnitudes key to mitigate risks associated with tsunamis: the algorithm is able to239

estimate the magnitude of synthetic earthquakes down to Mw = 7.8, 2 minutes after their on-240
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set time, and to characterize their focal mechanism (thrust, strike-slip or normal faulting). The241

model is able to provide robust solutions for three earthquakes that recently occurred in the242

region, in the Mw [7.8 - 8.2] magnitude range. We emphasize that there is no upper bound in243

magnitude that would require a modification of the PEGS-based approach. In contrast, dealing244

with a wide range of magnitudes with seismic waves usually requires special care or an adap-245

tation of the method (either in the selection of the set of sensors, to ensure a valid point source246

approximation, or in the data themselves, to avoid saturation). Our method could thus con-247

tribute to the ongoing efforts to improve and refine tsunami warnings in the region (46,47). The248

performance strongly relies on the dense network of broadband sensors recently deployed in the249

region. These performances could be achieved in other earthquake-prone areas, and provide an250

additional motivation to further instrument these regions.251
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Figure 1: Location of the broadband stations used during training. Blue squares indicate the
location of sensors available during the full deployment of the Alaska USArray (from 2018
to 2020), while the yellow dots indicate the location of the legacy stations (still available by
the end of the 2021 field season). The focal mechanisms show the GCMT solutions (54) for
Mw � 5 earthquakes since 1976 (scaled to moment magnitude, and color-coded based on the
focal mechanism type) (54). The recent large earthquakes studied within this work are explicitly
labeled. Black lines show historical fault lines (55). Cyan lines are the 20 km and 30 km
isodepths of the subducting slab, according to the Slab2.0 model (56).
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Figure 2: Selection of synthetic double-couple mechanisms, extracted from the training set.
The focal mechanisms are scaled to the prescribed moment magnitude, and color-coded based
on the focal mechanism type (plunge of tension axis above 45� for thrust faults, plunge of null
axis above 45� for strike-slip faults, the remaining sources are labeled as normal faults). The
regular grid (dots) shows all possible synthetic source locations.
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Figure 3: PEGSNet architecture. The input data is an image of shape M⇥N (purple), where
M is the number of time samples and N is the number of sensors. Each convolutional block is
composed of a convolutional layer with ReLU activation (orange) and a spatial dropout layer
(gray). Max pooling layers (pink) reduce each dimension of the input data by a factor of two.
The number of channels used in each convolutional layer is indicated for clarity. The last con-
volutional block is connected to dense layers. The output layer uses a tanh activation function
to predict 9 values: the moment magnitude (Mw), the source longitude and latitude (� and �)
and the six component of the moment tensor (mrr, mtt, ...).
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Figure 4: Accuracy of magnitude (a-c) and focal mechanism (d-f) estimations on the test set,
for the complete network of sensors. The test set is separated into predicted thrust (a, d),
strike-slip (b, e) and normal (c, f) samples. A magnitude estimation is considered successful if
|M true

w (t) � Mpred
w (t)| < 0.4, while a focal mechanism estimation is considered successful if

the geometrical similarity ↵ > 0.8. Contour lines highlight a 90% (blue), 75% (red) and 60%
(green) accuracy. The dashed lines indicate the average M true

w (t) for different final magnitudes.
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Figure 5: Magnitude estimates obtained with the complete network on test set samples. (a-d)
Probability density of the magnitude estimations on samples with true final magnitudes Mw =
9.0, Mw = 7.8, Mw = 7.7 and Mw = 7.6 ± 0.05, respectively. The red lines show the
distribution mode (solid) and the 5th and 95th percentiles (dashed). The black lines show the
median (solid) and 5th and 95th percentiles (dashed) of the targets, for reference. (e) Probability
density of the magnitudes estimations on all test set events, when PEGS are removed from the
synthetic waveforms. 21
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Figure 6: Magnitude estimations (in orange) as time grows from onset, for (a) the July 29,
2021 Mw 8.2 Chignik earthquake, (b) the January 23, 2018 Mw 7.9 Kodiak earthquake, (c) the
July 22, 2020 Mw 7.8 Shumagin earthquake, and (d) the October 19, 2020 Mw 7.6 Sand Point
earthquake. The moment-rate source time functions from the SCARDEC database (42) are
shown in blue, and the corresponding accumulated moment magnitudes are shown in black as a
reference for each event. The estimated moment tensor solutions are represented by the orange
focal mechanism plots, and the GCMT solution is shown in black as a reference for each event.
GNSS-based Mw estimates are also shown in green for comparison (a and b) (43, 45). The
top panel relies on the legacy channels, while the bottom three panels rely on the complete
network. For each subplot, the gray vertical lines indicate P-wave arrival times at the 10th and
100th stations closest to the source.
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Figure 7: PEGS-based linear inversion (red) and PEGS-based deep learning (green) magnitude
and moment tensor solutions, for (a) the 2021 Mw 8.2 Chignik earthquake and (b) the 2018
Mw 7.9 earthquake. The thick colored lines and focal mechanisms correspond to solutions ob-
tained using the real recorded waveforms, while the density distributions illustrate the solutions
behavior for 1,000 synthetic samples, obtained by the addition of PEGS corresponding to the
earthquakes (based on their GCMT parameters) and 1,000 noise time-windows extracted from
the test set. The dashed lines show the 25th and 95th percentiles. The accumulated moment
magnitude obtained from the SCARDEC database (42) and the GCMT solution are shown in
black as a reference for each event.
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Method414

As actual PEGS observations are limited in number, we compute a large and realistic synthetic415

PEGS database in order to train the convolutional neural network. To do so, we (1) compute416

synthetic PEGS waveforms generated by an exhaustive set of possible earthquake sources, (2)417

download and process an empirical noise database recorded by the considered set of broadband418

sensors, and (3) gather the obtained waveforms into 2D labeled images.419

Synthetic earthquake simulation, based on historical seismicity420

To simulate the synthetic earthquakes, we first retrieve the historical shallow seismicity (<60km)421

reported by Global CMT in Alaska since 1976. We separate the resulting database into strike-422

slip faulting (plunge of null axis above 45�), thrust faulting (plunge of tension axis above 45�),423

the remaining sources are labeled as normal faults. We focus on the three geographic zones de-424

scribed by the colored polygons in Figure 2 of the main text, which contain the majority of the425

strike-slip (in red), thrust interface (in dark cyan) and extensional outer rise seismicity. The den-426

sity distributions of the corresponding strike, dip and rake angles are shown in Figure S1 of the427

Supplementary Information. Based on these empirical distributions, we set the characteristics428

of a ‘realistic’ synthetic seismicity:429

1. To emulate a strike-slip seismicity, we extract the strike angle from a uniform distribution430

U{0�, 360�}, the dip angle from a triangular distribution (lower limit = 55�, upper limit431

and mode = 90�), and the rake angle from two normal distributions N{µ = 0�/180�, � =432

15�}.433

2. To emulate a thrust seismicity representative of the Alaska-Aleutian subduction zone, we434

extract the strike angle from a normal distribution N{µ = 250�, � = 15�}, the dip angle435

from a normal distribution N{µ = 25�, � = 7�}, and the rake angle from a normal436

distribution N{µ = 90�, � = 20�}.437

3. To emulate a normal seismicity representative of the extensional context in the Alaska-438

Aleutian subduction fore-arc, we extract the strike angle from a normal distribution N{µ =439
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250�, � = 15�}, the dip angle from a normal distribution N{µ = 45�, � = 7�}, and the440

rake angle from a normal distribution N{µ = 270�, � = 10�}.441

Source time function (STF) database442

We compute the moment-rate source time-function (STF) database using the functional form443

y(t) = µt exp�1/2(�t)2 (where the initial slope µ and the characteristic time scale �(Mw) are444

optimized from empirical STF datasets) (3). The final moment magnitude Mw is extracted from445

three uniform distributions: U{5.5, 8.4} for normal, U{5.5, 8.7} for strike-slip and U{5.5, 9.5}446

for thrust events. We account for the variability of STF duration for a given final magnitude, and447

add a multiplicative Brownian noise to replicate observed STF fluctuations. A large selection448

of source-time functions from the training set is shown in Figure S12.449

Data selection, and processing of noise and PEGS waveforms450

The deployment of the Alaska Transportable Array (code TA) was completed in 2017, and the451

network was operated by the Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology (IRIS) from452

2018 through 2020. It included the installation of 194 new stations and the upgrade of 32453

existing broadband stations, leading to a regular grid of broadband seismometers with an 85 km454

station spacing (27). Around 110 TA stations were transitioned to other networks in 2019 and455

2020 as part of a legacy network, mostly to the Alaska Earthquake Center (code AK) and the456

Alaska Volcano Observatory (code AV), while the remaining stations were removed during the457

2021 field season.458

We retrieve all the broadband data publicly available from 2018 to 2021, inside the geo-459

graphic region shown in Figure 1. Data processing is performed as follows (14): we remove460

the linear trend and the instrumental response from day-long vertical records (BHZ channels),461

band-pass filter the resulting traces between 2.0 mHz (high-pass Butterworth causal filter, with462

2 poles) and 30.0 mHz (low-pass Butterworth causal filter, with 6 poles), and finally decimate463

the traces down to 1 Hz. Since PEGS are very-low amplitude signals, we remove from the464

dataset the noisiest sensors, that is, we only keep sensors whose median hourly standard devia-465

tion does not exceed 1 nm/s2.466
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We use the QSSP algorithm (17, 29) to compute the PEGS Green’s functions in between467

each source and sensor locations, inside a 1D Earth model (AK135). After the convolution468

with the prescribed source-time function, the PEGS synthetic waveforms are band-pass filtered469

between 2.0 and 30.0 mHz.470

Architecture, labelling and training471

We build on PEGSNet’s original architecture (21, 22), which consists of a sequence of convo-472

lutional blocks, followed by fully-connected layers (detailed schematic of the architecture in473

Figure 3). Each convolutional block is composed of a 2D convolutional layer (with a kernel of474

size = 3, stride = 1 and padding = 1), a ReLU activation layer and a 2D dropout layer (with475

probability p = 0.04).476

To get the final data waveform, we extract a random noise time window from the empirical477

noise database, and add it to the PEGS waveforms. We set each trace to zero after their respec-478

tive P-wave arrival, clip the waveforms to a threshold value (±10 nm/s2) in order to limit the479

influence of very noisy traces, and finally normalize the resulting traces by the threshold value480

to ensure an easier convergence of the optimizer. We gather the vertical noisy PEGS waveforms481

into 2D images (273 or 178 channels⇥300 time samples), the last time sample ranging from the482

synthetic earthquake origin time tEQ to tEQ+300 s. We order the waveforms such that close-by483

sensors have relatively close ranks inside the 2D image (see Figure S2 of the Supplementary484

Information).485

Each input image is labeled with the time-dependent magnitude Mw(t) (corresponding to the486

time t of the last sample in the input data sample) and the source latitude and longitude (21,22).487

We expand the dimension of the output layer of PEGSNet from three to nine to take into account488

additional labels (i.e. the six moment tensor components): this allows the model to output a489

moment tensor solution. Each label is later normalized by its respective extreme values during490

training.491

We split the synthetic PEGS database into 70% training, 20% validation and 10% test sets.492

The weights of the neural networks are optimized during training (throughout 200 epochs, using493

the Adam optimizer) by minimizing the smooth L1 loss (cutoff for � = 0.3) between the targets494
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and the output values. The loss curves corresponding to the training of the neural networks495

shown within this study are shown in Figure S13.496
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Reconstruction of the moment tensor, and impact of source location

We illustrate in Figures S3, S4 and S5 the retrieval of the source location and

moment tensor, for synthetic earthquakes whose final magnitude lies within Mw =

8.0±0.01, 2, 3 and 4 minutes after onset time. Blurred moment tensors correspond

to solutions with a predicted magnitude Mpred
w  7.2 (well below the algorithm’s

lower sensitivity level), hence undetected events for which the predicted moment

tensors do not reflect an actual regression of their focal mechanisms.

Starting as soon as 2 minutes after onset time, the neural network is able to

recover an approximate location, the fault orientation and focal mechanism type

for the majority of the thrust events. We however note an increase of missed

and mislabeled events for the westernmost part of the Alaska-Aleutian subduction

zone: the radiation pattern of these events and associated optimal locations for

PEGS detection are indeed directed towards the Bering Sea, well away from the

network of sensors.

The neural network is also able to recover an approximate location, the fault

orientation and focal mechanism type for the majority of the strike-slip events

located inland or in the Gulf of Alaska, 2 minutes after onset time. At that time,

the regression associated with strike-slip events located along the subducting slab

is impeded by the competition of thrust and normal samples, and often leads to

a bad tensor reconstruction. These moment tensor regressions are nonetheless

improved 3 and 4 minutes after onset time, and well constrained for the majority

of samples.
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Figure S1: Density distributions of the strike (left), dip (center) and rake (right) angles

corresponding to the Mw � 5 historical seismicity reported by GCMT since 1976 in the

Alaska region. We separate the seismicity into strike-slip faulting (bottom, in red, plunge

of null axis above 45�), thrust faulting (middle, in dark cyan, plunge of tension axis above

45�), the remaining sources are labeled as normal faults (top, in blue). The simulated

seismicity corresponding to the synthetic earthquakes are represented by the black lines.
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Figure S2: Location of the broadband seismometers used during training. Station codes

are indicated at the sensor location, in black and gray for sensors available during the

full deployment of the Alaska USArray (from 2018 to 2020), and in black for the legacy

stations (that are still available by the end of 2021). The red circuit highlights the station

sorting used to gather the synthetic PEGS waveforms into 2D images, prior to the neural

network training (sensor A19K being at the very top of the input images, while sensor

ADK occupies the bottom rank).
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Figure S3: Randomly-selected solutions of source location and moment tensor, obtained

with the complete network on test-set events with final magnitude Mw = 8.0 ± 0.01, at

t = t0 + 2 min. Ground truth moment tensors are depicted in black, while estimated

focal mechanisms are shown in dark cyan for thrust mechanisms (top) and red for strike-

slip events (bottom). True solutions are plotted at the ground truth locations, while the

estimated focal mechanisms are plotted precisely at the predicted locations.
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Figure S4: Same as Figure S3, at t = t0 + 3 min.
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Figure S5: Same as Figure S3, at t = t0 + 4 min.
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Figure S6: Accuracy of magnitude estimations on the test set, for the complete (top) and

legacy (middle) network of sensors. The test set is separated into predicted thrust (left),

strike-slip (center) and normal (right) samples. A prediction is considered successful if

|M true
w (t) � Mpred

w (t)| < 0.4. Contour lines highlight a 90% (blue), 75% (red) and 60%

(green) accuracy. (bottom) Accuracy ratio in between the complete and legacy networks.
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Figure S7: Accuracy of focal mechanism estimations on the test set, for the complete

(top) and legacy (middle) network of sensors. The test set is separated into predicted

thrust (left), strike-slip (center) and normal (right) samples. A prediction is considered

successful if the geometrical similarity ↵ > 0.8. Contour lines highlight a 90% (blue), 75%

(red) and 60% (green) accuracy. (bottom) Accuracy ratio in between the complete and

legacy networks.
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Figure S8: Magnitude estimates obtained with the legacy network on test set samples. (a-

d) Probability density of the magnitude estimations on samples with true final magnitudes

Mw = 9.0, Mw = 7.8, Mw = 7.7 and Mw = 7.6±0.05, respectively. The red lines show the

distribution mode (solid) and the 5th and 95th percentiles (dashed). The black lines show

the median (solid) and 5th and 95th percentiles (dashed) of the targets, for reference. (e)

Probability density of the magnitudes estimations on all test set events, when PEGS are

removed from the synthetic waveforms.
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Figure S9: Impact of STF onset on the performance of the algorithm. (a) Moment-rate

STFs for events of final Mw = 8.0 ± 0.01, color-coded by the ine�ciency. We define

the STF ine�ciency as the ratio of the time needed to release half of the final moment,

compared to its corresponding reference form (in black). (b) Corresponding accumulated

moment functions. (c) Mw estimates compared to ground truth 4 minutes after onset

time, for events with STF ine�ciency > 1 (slow onsets). We only consider here test

samples with low noise across the network (median noise  1 nm/s2), to focus on the

impact of STF e�ciency. The red lines highlight the ground truth and its 0.4 Mw units

vicinity, the vertical black line the Mw = 7.8 sensitivity threshold. (d) Mw estimates

compared to ground truth, for events with STF ine�ciency < 1 (fast onsets).
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Figure S10: Probability density distributions of the median noise level recorded across

the complete (top) and legacy (bottom) sets of sensors. We define the noise level as the

standard deviation of each recorded waveform, during the 5 minutes-long time-window

preceding a real or synthetic earthquake. Vertical colored lines indicate the median noise

level prior to recent real earthquakes, while the overall median noise levels inside the

complete and legacy training sets are indicated by the vertical black lines.
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Figure S11: Magnitude estimations on 1,000 synthetic samples, obtained by the addition

of PEGS corresponding to the earthquakes studied within this work (based on their GCMT

parameters) and noise time-windows extracted from the test set. The red lines show the

mode (solid) and the 25th and 95th percentiles (dashed), the white lines correspond to the

actual predictions in real-time conditions. The accumulated moment magnitudes obtained

from the SCARDEC database (Vallée & Douet, 2016) are shown in black as a reference

for each event.
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Figure S12: (a) Moment-rate source time-functions (STF), color-coded by their final

moment magnitude (Mw). Only STF whose final moment magnitude Mw lies within the

[7.0-9.5] magnitude range are represented, for plotting purposes. (b) Probability density

plot of the time-dependent moment magnitude Mw(t), used as label during training.

Figure S13: Smooth L1 losses (cuto↵ for � = 0.3) obtained during training of the neural

networks described within this work. Red stars indicate the minimum of the validation

loss curves, corresponding to the selected models.
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